The consequence of spatial visual processing dysfunction caused by traumatic brain injury (TBI)
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ABSTRACT
Objective: A bi-modal visual processing model is supported by research to affect dysfunction following a traumatic brain injury (TBI). TBI causes dysfunction of visual processing affecting binocularity, spatial orientation, posture and balance. Research demonstrates that prescription of prisms influence the plasticity between spatial visual processing and motor-sensory systems improving visual processing and reducing symptoms following a TBI. Rationale: The rationale demonstrates that visual processing underlies the functional aspects of binocularity, balance and posture. The bi-modal visual process maintains plasticity for efficiency. Compromise causes Post Trauma Vision Syndrome (PTVS) and Visual Midline Shift Syndrome (VMSS). Rehabilitation through use of lenses, prisms and sectoral occlusion has inter-professional implications in rehabilitation affecting the plasticity of the bi-modal visual process, thereby improving binocularity, spatial orientation, posture and balance. Main outcomes: This review provides an opportunity to create a new perspective of the consequences of TBI on visual processing and the symptoms that are often caused by trauma. It also serves to provide a perspective of visual processing dysfunction that has potential for developing new approaches of rehabilitation. Conclusions: Understanding vision as a bi-modal process facilitates a new perspective of visual processing and the potentials for rehabilitation following a concussion, brain injury or other neurological events.

Introduction
The diagnosis and treatment of visual dysfunctions induced by a brain injury are becoming more important with the increasing number of persons affected by cerebrovascular accident (CVA) and traumatic brain injury (TBI) (Table I). The annual incidence of CVA is 700 000 nationally, with a mortality rate of 20% during the first year [1,2]. The US Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported that approximately 3 million Americans are currently permanently disabled from a CVA [1]. On the other hand, 1.1 million cases of TBI are reported each year of which nearly 75% are concussions or other forms of mild TBI [3]. The leading causes of TBI include: falls (28%); motor vehicle accidents (20%); concussion (19%) and assaults (11%). In addition, an estimated 1.6–3.8 million of sports-related concussions occur in the USA each year [4]. American football is believed to account for >60% of concussions [5].

During the course of the current military conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq, TBI has emerged as an increasing cause of morbidity [6,7]. Soldiers incur TBI as the result of contact with enemy forces or weapons systems, improvised explosive devices (IEDs), vehicle-borne IEDs, mortars, rocket-propelled grenades, as well as from head impact accidents caused by enemy action, equipment failure or human factors. Blasts are the leading cause of TBI for active duty military personnel in war zones. Between 2000 and 2015, the Department of Defense reports that there have been 344 030 cases of TBI. Mild TBI (mTBI) accounts for 82.3 percent of all cases [7]. There are a multitude of specific pathologies resulting from TBI. However, the visual and ocular system can serve as a window into the brain to evaluate the extent of brain injury and identify brain structures affected by the trauma, which can map a treatment regime for the injured patients. Between 30% and 35% of Americans diagnosed with mild-to-moderate TBI have associated visual dysfunctions [8]. Severity of a brain injury has not been correlated with the severity of visual dysfunction. According to the information provided by the Department of Defense and Veteran Affairs (VA), over 70% of TBI patients at military medical facilities have reported visual complaints [6]. In addition, more than 74% of all TBI patients receiving medical treatment in some of the VA polytrauma care facilities have reported visual complaints. Oculomotor, binocular, perceptual and reading problems were amongst the most common visual deficits identified in service members with TBI (Table II) [9].
A new understanding is emerging that provides insight into visual processing dysfunction caused by a concussion, TBI or other neurological events called neuro-visual processing rehabilitation (NVPR). NVPR provides clinical assessment and rehabilitative treatment options that affect plasticity in visuo-spatial processing. NVPR involves the use of prisms as non-compensatory instruments affecting dysfunction of visual processing.

Following a neurological event, persons will often experience a wide range of symptoms related to vision such as headaches, diplopia, vertigo, asthenopia, inability to focus, movement of print when reading, difficulty with tracking and fixations, and photophobia. Binocular dysfunction is prevalent following mTBI. Exotropia and exophoria are common characteristics of a neurological event. In addition, visual motor function, posture and balance can often be affected following a neurological event. There is new evidence that demonstrates that neuro-motor function contributes to spatial mapping and the effects of egocentric concepts of visual midline. The definition of visual midline is \( \text{the perceived visual/sensorimotor concept of one's lateral anterior-posterior ego centre or centre of the vertical axis within the body beyond the role of acuity} \)\cite{18,19}. The influence of Homonymous hemianopsia — bilateral visual field loss on the same side — also affects the preconscious perception of visual midline, thereby affecting balance and posture. Vertigo, dizziness and other balance disorders are common following the neurological event. Loss of half of the visual field causes the visuo-spatial egocentre to orient towards the remaining portion of the visual field.

The purpose of this paper is to bring forward research to support a new model of vision and visual processing that potentially provides a new framework for understanding the complex constellation of symptoms and binocular dysfunction that can occur following an TBI. This is done to engage a new level of thinking pertaining to both the symptoms and dysfunction that occur visually following an TBI as well as to stimulate thinking about what this new model of vision may offer regarding rehabilitation.

The authors propose that based on the review of the literature discussed in this paper, a new perspective of vision is possible that may offer insight into the symptoms presented following an TBI as well as potential means to affect the dysfunction in visual processing that occurs.

### Pathophysiology of Neurological Oculomotor Dysfunctions

Nearly 70% of sensory processing in the brain is vision-related. The retina, in particular, is a direct extension of the brain, and the oculomotor system is intimately linked to the brain. Many of the structures within the brain that are most vulnerable to TBI and CVA are vision-related (i.e. the frontal, occipital, temporal and parietal lobes and the long axonal fibres connecting midbrain structures to cortex). Consequently, it comes as no surprise that the incidence of oculomotor and binocular dysfunctions resulting from a neurological event is very high.

The ability of the visual process to coordinate the two eyes to precisely align, fixate and track is critical to forming a three-dimensional perception of the world. The ability to effectively read, fuse images mediated by the two eyes, follow moving objects, detect targets and determine distance all depend on oculomotor functions.

Pursuits and saccades are the conjugated eye movements coordinated by the visual process and are most frequently affected by neurological events. Saccadic eye movements are critical for normal reading. A retrospective analysis conducted by Ciuffreda et. al. in a large outpatient civilian population diagnosed with TBI showed that over 51% of these patients had saccade deficits. These data can be correlated with the high incidence of near vision problems affecting reading (61%) found in TBI.
Veterans receiving care in the Palo Alto VA Polytrauma care facilities (i.e. loss of place, blurred near vision, diplopia) [9].

Accommodative dysfunctions (i.e., accommodative spasm, accommodative insufficiency, and accommodative infacility) may result in either intermittent or constantly blurred vision depending on the severity of the damage. These anomalies are also common sequelae of neurological events and can further aggravate other oculomotor functions [26]. Since vergence movements are accompanied by accommodation of the lens in order to prevent the blur induced from a poorly focused image, many binocular vision dysfunctions occur in association with defective accommodative convergence [27,28].

Oculomotor deficits resulting in accommodative and binocular vision dysfunctions may occur from damage to the cranial nerves (CN), including: CN III (oculomotor nerve); CN IV (trochlear nerve) and CN VI (abducens nerve) [29,30]. However, determination that there is damage to the cranial nerve and/or motor neuron is often not evident and only assumed. It has been stated in the literature that computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and magnetic resonance angiography of the brain are often normal [31].

Additionally, TBI-induced damage can affect ocular motility as well as binocular and accommodative functions [24,29]. Specifically, the motor fibres innervating accommodation are particularly susceptible to axonal injury because of the anatomical structure of the accommodative pathway and its multiple stages of motor innervations [32].

While binocular function has been studied and reviewed relative to pursuits, saccades, vergence, accommodation, phoria and strabismus, research demonstrates a visual process actively and dynamically coordinates and organizes these binocular functions.

Research with visual evoked potentials (VEP) pattern-reversal documents changes in the P-100 using prisms [11,33,34]. This will be discussed in greater depth later in this paper.

The balance of the bi-modal visual process is necessary for plasticity of the visual process. The ambient spatial visual process is ‘gravity specific’ and is the first process that we are born with. [10,20]. The ambient process provides organization to integrate the primitive reflexes enabling postural alignment upright against gravity and controlled movement. This establishes a platform base of vision that is preconscious and that matches information with the proprioceptive base of support (BOS). The feed-forward to the cortices provides spatial mapping and orients for anticipation of change in postural orientation through visual intent that becomes feedback to the thalamus, midbrain and brainstem.

This spatial component of vision serves as a platform to enable disassociation of the focal process occurring at approximately 4–6 months of age in relationship with the righting reflex. This begins the relationship between the processes of vision that enables plasticity so long as the feed-forward component of the platform base of vision provides the opportunity for the focal ‘non-gravity specific’ visual process to dissociate for interest and curiosity.

An TBI affects the balance between the bi-modal visual process. Research has demonstrated that the feed-forward and feedback relationship between the spatial mapping of the higher cortices and the organization of the proprioceptive BOS becomes affected [31]. This compromise affects the plasticity of the visual process. The nature of plasticity of the visual process affects the ability of feed-forward to the frontal eye fields (FEF), supplementary eye fields (SEF) parietal and occipital lobes for spatial mapping affecting intent of oculomotor movement as well as initiation of the action.

Compromise of the spatial visual process leads to isolation on detail and disruption of the plasticity of visual processing. This begins the cascade effect that interferes with adaptability to environmental change. A compromise of the spatial visual process leaves the higher visual process without spatial context, and in turn, the bi-modal visual process becomes compromised.

Barnett and Singman discuss the effect of mTBI and the condition of ‘tunnel vision’ or isolation on detail. Reference is made to the use of prism lenses to affect this over-focalization on detail, leading to the characteristic of ‘tunnel vision’ [35].

Diffuse axonal injury can affect afferent and efferent visual function as well as the process that organizes the balance between visual processes. Since the etiology of the binocular dysfunction is from a neurological event, it provides a basis for the understanding that binocular dysfunction may be caused not only by injury to CN but also by compromise of visual processing in the brain. In turn, the means of rehabilitation through the evolving non-invasive NVPR provides a means of treating the visual processing disorder causing the binocular dysfunction and a means of re-establishing balance within the bi-modal visual process potentially affecting binocularity and visual skills.

NVPR incorporates the use of rehabilitative lenses, prisms, sectoral occlusion, etc., to affect the visual processing disorder causing the binocular dysfunction. This has implications for use in rehabilitation to affect visual processing in physical, occupational, speech and neuro-cognitive therapies.

**Vision: A Bi-Modal Process**

The dichotomy of visual processing has been recognized and demonstrated by models of vision since the early part of the 20th century. Attempts to explain this dichotomy are represented in description of vision as a ‘what/where’, ‘attention/pre-attention’ and ‘perceptual/motor’ theories. These dichotomies are based on a visual process that is conscious. This has been the standard thinking throughout the 19th and 20th centuries. The ‘what/where’ concept is a generality applied to vision relating the ‘what’ component to the focal process delivering information about detail for identification and the ‘where’ component to the portion of vision associated with relationships of objects spatially to oneself and other objects. This concept does not account for the preconscious nature of the ambient process with proprioception and the BOS. The ‘attention/pre-attention’ concept orients towards the conscious seeing part of vision that provides concentration, identification and higher cognitive processes during the time of attention and the before. However, the emphasis is on attention, and it does not encompass the ‘gravity specific’ spatial visual process and its organization with the BOS. The
The sensorimotor systems organize and in turn integrate the reflexes. It serves to provide trunk stability and association of trunk-on-body movement. It receives input from the spinotectal tract for sensorimotor information and control of autonomic functions. The brain stem receives input from the spinotectal tract for sensorimotor information and control of autonomic functions. It provides output to the SC, FEF, parietal and temporal lobes.

The emphasis is that the cortices require input from midbrain, brain stem and thalamus of which vestibular input and cerebellar modulation is critical for organization of intent and action. As well, midbrain, thalamus and brain stem require feedback from the cortices for refinement of preconscious organization of spatial visual processing.

The neocortex is the outermost layer of the cortex. It is 2.5-mm thick and follows the contours of the folds of the cortex. It provides 80% of the interaction of the cortical brain. There are six layers of which layers I-III are myelinated axons and layers II and III project to other areas of the neocortex. Layer IV receives input connections from outside the neocortex especially from thalamus that is oriented to feed-forward. Layers V and VI are output connections to outside neocortex. This is especially true for thalamus and brain stem for feedback.

The visual neocortex is composed of the original six sub-layers plus an additional three layers. The additional three sub-layers are devoted to the significant increase in input from thalamus, SC and brain stem.

The parietal lobe, FEF, SEF and occipital lobe in conjunction are very important for spatial mapping to initiate intent and action related to pursuits, saccades and the vergences. The temporal lobe is important to provide a temporal context for the oculomotor movements in real time and related to matching of auditory spatial processing. However, this all requires feed-forward from the SC, thalamus and brain stem [10,13].

Although the occipital cortex is emphasized as the primary area of vision for purposes of seeing (i.e., retino-geniculo-cortical pathway), the SC is a critical area for organizing spatially directed eye movements and body-eye coordination (i.e., retino-tectal pathway) [17,41]. Sensorimotor matching begins in the midbrain and leads to the development of body awareness for posture, balance and spatial orientation. The SC also receives fibres from the spinotectal tract that connects with sensorimotor information areas from the spinal cord and medulla. In the midbrain, the sensorimotor matching of midline, body awareness, posture and orientation are established. Research suggests that horizontal and feedback connections demonstrate the integration of information that...
underlies perception, whereas receptive field tuning properties demonstrate feed-forward processing [44,45].

The authors suggest that the role of feed-forward in visual processing initially organizes with proprioceptive input through the spinotectal tract influencing a component of the visuo-spatial process beginning at midbrain. This is where the SC provides spatial context for associated spatial mapping in the frontal lobes, SEF, the parietal lobes and the occipital lobes. Nashold has demonstrated that radio-tactic lesions of the SC produced exotropia [44]. Furthermore, feed-forward of this information from the SC appears to provide information from the midbrain to the occipital cortex where it is used to provide spatial context prior to focalization. This spatial information is important to binocularity and fusion within vision. The feed-forward process from the SC is delivered to the binocular coordination cells to provide a spatial context for the fusion process and ultimately binocularity [10,13,17,44,46–49]. Lesions in the SC and/or those affecting the match of ambient visual information with sensorimotor information will affect fusion and binocularity causing convergence insufficiency, divergence excess and exotropia [16,17]. Ketchum, et. al. discuss that movement distorts at lower thresholds with the absence of vision, suggesting that vision provides feed-forward in the presence of proprioception to improve the efficiency of movement [50].

Ganglion cells travelling from the retinas can be categorized physiologically and functionally into three types: P-cells (parvocellular), M-cells (magnocellular) and K-cells (koniocellular). The M-cells and P-cells provide the physiological substrate for the ambient and focal processes, respectively. M-cells transmit visual information about shape and movement, but without detail. P-cells transmit detail information contained in shapes, but are much slower in process [51]. Thus, M-cells are the major component of the ambient visual process, and P-cells are the main component of the focal process. Some K-cells are direction-sensitive, suggesting that the K-pathway plays a role in motion encoding [51]. The retino-cortical-geniculate pathway combines M-, P- and K-cells to the occipital cortex, whereas the retina-tectal pathway provides only M-cells with axons directed to the SC [51,52]. In the midbrain, the sensorimotor information from the spinotectal tract from neck proprioceptors matches with the M-system information. Eye and neck proprioceptive messages contribute to the spatial coding of head-on-body orientation together with the extra-ocular proprioception and visual signals in the superior colliculus of the cat neck to contribute to the spatial coding of retinal input in visually oriented activities [53].

The combination of this information causes the ambient process to become greater than the M-system alone. The ‘gestalt’ of this relationship becomes a spatial grounding of the visual process [36]. The M-cells, although a component of the ambient process, are not inclusive [10].

The ambient visual process is not a conscious process as is the focal visual system [36]. It is a preconscious process, and because of its developmental hierarchy with proprioception, it is a ‘gravity specific’ process providing orientation for spatial mapping in the higher cortices beginning with being upright against gravity. The focal visual process is ‘non-gravity specific’ and provides the means for organization of higher cortices for attention and concentration. In child development, the ability to begin to dissociate the focal visual process from the spatial process occurs in conjunction with the righting reflex at approximately 6 months. This occurs in the prone position as the child pushes up away from the horizontal plane against gravity and then disassociates vision for curiosity while maintaining extension of the trunk against gravity [10,20,49]. This disassociation between spatial (ambient) and attention (focal) visual processing is critical for the organization of head-on-body processing.

A mismatch between the ambient visual process and sensorimotor information can cause a spatial disrupt [13,42,45]. This has the potential of affecting binocularity. The ambient visual process supports spatial organization, posture and balance [10]. Traditionally, there has been greater emphasis on the conscious process of vision as an afferent relay than on the relationship between the pre-conscious spatial visual process and proprioceptive information related to head-on-body processing [54]. The bi-modal process has been given little attention clinically [13]. The focal vision process has predominantly been given attention for the provision of perception of vision (i.e., acuity object recognition, etc.) without recognition of the profound importance of the ambient process to support the conscious level of vision. Additionally, there are at least two higher cortical areas that become important to the distribution of the ambient process. Studies in both humans and monkeys found that wide-field-of-view provides motion input and are critical for vection [55]. Vection refers to the perception of self-motion induced by visual stimuli. These areas are the medial parietal occipital region that processes peripheral motion and the retrosplenial region that is located at the parieto-temporal junction and distinguishes motion resulting only from self-motion in contrast to object motion [56].

Compromise of the bi-modal vision process: Cytotoxicity

Cytotoxicity can occur following an injury or lesion in the brain. At the site of injury, damaged cells often can release substances that will attack cellular function and in turn compromise cellular integrity of surrounding cells. Responses of this nature can affect visual processing. Injury from a TBI or other acquired neurological insults can cause a disassociation of the focal and ambient visual process including the M- and P-cellular systems by this cytotoxic response and/or by the shearing effect that causes a physical interference with axonal relationships [10,13]. The compromise of the focal and ambient visual processes often occurs due to the ischaemic-hypoxia resulting in metabolic imbalances, which derange neuronal transmission and cell membrane permeability, causing potential cytotoxicity even in a minor whiplash accident [57].

Characteristics of visual processing compromise: Post trauma vision syndrome (PTVS)

Following a neurological event, visual signs and symptoms may occur (Table III). Characteristically, the visual examination may demonstrate binocular dysfunction such as
strabismus, convergence insufficiency, divergence excess, oculomotor dysfunction and accommodative insufficiency. These have been documented and are prevalent with neurological events, and are frequently seen in the TBI patient [58].

As was previously discussed, the matching of ambient (spatial) information with sensorimotor information creates the spatial context that is delivered through a feed-forward process to the binocular coordination cells and occipital cortex from primarily the SC [45,59]. At the level of the binocular coordination cells, the feed-forward processes provide a spatial context used for binding visual information from each eye in the process of fusion [16,17]. This process also provides spatial reference for the detail visual information that focalization manipulates for visual perception and cognitive processing [10,13]. Feedback from these higher processes develops the dynamics by which focal and ambient processes create the intention of how we see and attend to our visual environment [31,36]. The balance of feed-forward and feedback information together with the dynamics of the focal and ambient visual process establishes our plasticity in visual processing [10,13]. The dynamics of this plasticity is different for each person. The dynamics of the focal and the ambient visual processes enable adaptation to new information in order to predetermine how we will perceive our visual world and orient to posture upright against gravity.

Vision and sight have been studied extensively relative to its afferent relationship to the brain through a Stimulus-Response (S-R) action or learning model [60]. However, the S-R model does not explain the diffuse dysfunction that can occur following a concussion or TBI. A learning model that may offer greater understanding of performance as well as the balance of bi-modal visual processing is Response-Stimulus-Response (R-S-R). The motor component for organization has been demonstrated to be a strong influence for action models of learning [61]. This is considered a readiness response prior to stimulus introduction. Furthermore, Held’s classical study of the ‘kitten in the cradle’ demonstrates that motor action is critical for sensory learning (Figure 1) [62].

Applying the R-S-R model to vision provides a new perspective in understanding. The S-R model is only one theoretical model of vision [63]. Dynamic visual processing and the R-S-R model is supported by the understanding of the dichotomous blend of focal and ambient visual processing providing feed-forward and feed-back information [31,63]. In order to create the perception of something such as becoming aware of an object in one’s path, one must first be capable of setting up the conditioned readiness to avoid it, grasp it, etc. Additionally, the ability to perceive the object as a unit of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exotropia or exophoria</td>
<td>Diplopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodative dysfunction</td>
<td>Objects appearing to move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence insufficiency</td>
<td>Poor concentration and attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low blink rate</td>
<td>Staring behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial disorientation</td>
<td>Poor visual memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor fixations and pursuits</td>
<td>Photophobia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial disorientation</td>
<td>Associated neuro-motor difficulties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased myopia</td>
<td>Balance and coordination; posture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallucinations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table III.** Characteristics and symptoms associated with the post-trauma vision syndrome.

Figure 1. Spatial learning occurred for the kitten permitted to move but it did not occur for the kitten restricted of active movement despite both kittens having the same visual sensory experience.

‘wholeness’ reflects the integration of the ‘state of conditioned readiness’ to match the stimulus from the object [64].

Interference with the feed-forward ambient process, for example, from a neurological event affects the needed spatial context for fusion [16,17]. Convergence and accommodation, while in the process of including the intention of focalization from higher cognitive and visual perception, are ineffective unless oriented and organized first, or at least simultaneously involved with the feed-forward of ambient context [10,13,36,65]. In turn, over-focalization causes isolation to detail. The intensity of focalization and the lack of ambient (spatial) context produce limited reference for establishing oculomotor control of convergence, accommodation and fusion along the z-axis (the near-distance axis from the eyes projected to infinity). In turn, the z-axis can potentially become compressed from compromise of ambient visual context. This can yield the characteristics of convergence insufficiency, accommodative insufficiency, as well as in some cases, exotropia [10,13]. Trevarthen offers the basis of this understanding by discussing the role of a preconscious process that precedes conscious attention [43].

The compromise of the ambient-focal balance may yield over-focalization. We propose that over-focalization produces a reduction or in severe cases, a complete collapse of the ambient spatial base of visual function. Clinically, the authors have found that following a concussion or TBI, when a patient is asked to read one letter on a chart per step while walking towards the chart, they will report afterward that they only were aware of the letters on the chart and did not see the room while performing the activity. This offers the possibility that compromise of the spatial visual process affects conscious awareness of the spatial visual field, causing over-focalization.

Research has documented that following a TBI, the amplitude of the P-100 VEP pattern reversal increases with the addition of prisms in the experimental group compared to a decrease in the control group. This research emphasizes that the prisms are affecting a component of visual processing that is not conscious. This effect has been termed ‘Post Trauma
Vision Syndrome (PTVS)” [11]. The authors correlate the binocular vision dysfunction following a TBI with compromise of the spatial visual process or ambient process. PTVS is a representation of the spatial compromise producing characteristics of this dysfunction. The characteristics are represented as convergence insufficiency, accommodative insufficiency and oculomotor dysfunction. Other researchers (Sarno et al. and Cuffreda et al.) have also studied similar relationships using VEP findings [33,34]. An example of this is that persons with this imbalance in the visual process often have difficulty scanning (e.g. searching a shelf to find an object). A compromise of the visuo-spatial process, in turn, affects the stability of the spatial visual process. Persons with this dysfunction often describe their visual world as being over-stimulating and over-whelming. This can cause a person to become very uncomfortable in a busy-crowded environment.

The balance of the bi-modal visual process is necessary for plasticity of the visual process. The ambient spatial visual process is ‘gravity specific’ and is the first process that the child is born with [10,20]. The spatial visual process provides organization to integrate the primitive reflexes, enabling postural alignment upright against gravity and controlled movement. This establishes a platform base of vision that is preconscious and that matches information with the proprioceptive BOS. The feed-forward to the cortices provides spatial mapping and orients for anticipation of change in postural orientation through visual intent that becomes feedback to the thalamus, midbrain and brainstem. This spatial component of vision serves as a platform to enable disassociation of the focal process, as mentioned previously occurring at approximately 6 months of age in relationship with the righting reflex. This begins the relationship between the processes of vision that enables plasticity so long as the feed-forward component of the platform base of vision provides the opportunity for the focal ‘non-gravity specific’ visual process to disassociate for interest and curiosity.

A TBI affects the balance between the bi-modal visual process. Research has demonstrated that the feed-forward and feedback relationship between the spatial mapping of the higher cortices and the organization of the proprioceptive BOS becomes affected [31]. This compromise affects the plasticity of the visual process. The nature of plasticity of the visual process affects the ability of feed-forward to the FEF, SEF, parietal and occipital lobes for spatial mapping affecting intent of oculomotor movement as well as initiation of the action. This compromise is the basis of PTVS that is demonstrated in the research that shows a reduction in the amplitude of the P-100 VEP and that is affected by the introduction of prisms. The prisms can affect the spatial visual process by creating improved balance between the bi-modal visual process. The effect causes an increase in the amplitude of the P-100 that was found to be statistically significant for those with TBI in the experimental group compared to the control group [11]. The importance of this is that the amplitude increase represents a re-balancing of the bi-modal visual process and an increase in plasticity of the visual process [11,33,34].

This is the condition of visual processing dysfunction that exists in PTVS. Specifically, the spatial visual process represents preconscious expansion of the platform base of the bi-modal visual process, and the focal process represents compression or isolation on detail. Compromise of the spatial visual process leads to isolation on detail. This begins the cascade effect that interferes with adaptability to environmental change. The visual adaptability requires an R-S-R action system that organizes and processes spatial information with the proprioceptive BOS prior to interaction with detail. A compromise of the spatial visual process leaves the higher visual process without spatial context, and in turn, the bi-modal visual process becomes compromised.

The symptoms and characteristics of PTVS are not limited to concussion or TBI and can occur from various neurological conditions such as Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis, cerebrovascular accident, to name several [10,50].

PTVS may be present in autism. Autistic individuals describe a ‘fragmentation’ of their vision and isolation of details [66,67]. This appears to be an over-focalization with lack of ambient spatial reference.

By considering that vision problems such as convergence insufficiency, accommodative insufficiency, oculomotor dysfunction, exotropia represent compromise of the spatial visual process, it allows for consideration of a preconscious processing system that has been compromised as well as the potential for a new model to emerge for rehabilitation that includes the R-S-R concept of organization.

Evidence demonstrates that visual processing dysfunction is present with compromise of binocularity and visual skills. Evidence is also presented to demonstrate that prisms and sectoral occlusion can affect the amplitude of VEP while also causing a reduction in symptoms and improved visual skills. This suggests the possibility that the compromise of binocularity and visual skills occurring following a TBI are characteristics of a visual processing dysfunction. Further, this permits a new concept of understanding vision dysfunction to include bi-modal visual processing dysfunction as well as the potential for a new model of vision rehabilitation to be introduced.

It also engages new thinking that the neurological conditions causing the characteristics and symptoms of PTVS are a result of visual processing dysfunction as well as the potentials for rehabilitation to improve visual processing dysfunction [11,13].

The proposed protocol for diagnosis of PTVS is the first to determine the characteristics of PTVS through the neuro- optometric rehabilitation evaluation. The next step is to rule out PTVS by a P-100 pattern-reversal binocular VEP. The protocol for using prisms and bi-nasal occlusion has been reported by Padula and Argyris [68]. Evidence suggests that before applying the techniques of vision therapy to affect fusion, pursuits and saccadic fixations, clinicians are cautioned to rule out PTVS until the visual processing dysfunction has been treated through the use of lenses, base-in prism and possibly bi-nasal occlusion [10,13].

Postural adaptations that compensate for vision dysfunction have been reported in past research [49,69]. These adaptations have included secondary somatic muscular contracture and/or spasms [13]. As discussed previously, over-focalization causes intensity in vision without an adequate ambient spatial
match with sensorimotor information. Furthermore, clinical findings have demonstrated that over-focalization can produce an overflow of high abnormal postural tone particularly in the neck and shoulders. Thus, the lack of ambient spatial orientation can affect posture and may contribute to neck strain and headaches.

**Visual postural imbalance: Visual midline shift syndrome (VMSS)**

The ambient visual process is primary in the establishment of postural orientation [13,18,19,65]. This process must match information with the sensorimotor systems. This is essential in order to establish spatial organization from which the relationships of visual midline are developed. This latter entity is important in optimal head and neck positioning, as well as postural organization [18,65,70]. Following a neurological event, a person may have postural difficulties affecting standing, ambulation, and/or position in a wheelchair, thereby causing spatial disorganization. Often the person is not consciously aware of this, and this may increase their risk of fall (RoF). The balance and postural difficulties may be the result of ambient mismatch with the sensorimotor systems, resulting in a shift in visual egocenter or what is referred to as the spatial experience of visual midline [13,18,19,65].

The compromise of the bi-modal visual process by a TBI underlies the characteristics of binocular dysfunction and disruption of the visual skills associated with pursuits, saccades and vergences.

The interruption of matching between the spatial ‘gravity specific’ visual process and the proprioceptive BOS following a neurological event affects the nature of the bi-modal visual process established from the earliest moments of development related to postural alignment upright against gravity. Once interrupted, a compromise of the feed-forward process creating accurate spatial mapping in the cortices associated with feedback to the midbrain, thalamus and brain stem for maintenance of postural alignment and weight shift during ambulation often occurs.

This interruption or compromise in bi-modal visual processing affects the egocentric organization of matching the centre of mass, located approximately an inch below the navel in the adult, and becomes shifted in relationship to the geometric centre associated with the step length and step width. The shift in centre of mass is affected by the mismatch of spatial information between the spatial visual process and the proprioceptive BOS. This mismatch has been termed ‘Visual Midline Shift Syndrome (VMSS)’ [18,19]. Research has documented that yoked prisms are effective in altering the relationship of this mismatch in the spatial visual process and the proprioceptive BOS. The effective change is a re-alignment of the centre of mass with the geometric centre of the length and width of corresponding footfalls during ambulation. The research has demonstrated improved balance and reduction in RoF amongst subjects with a neurological event affecting balance and posture.

Persons with a neurological dysfunction such as a hemiplegia or hemiparesis will predominantly demonstrate difficulty with weight shift to the affected side. This dysfunction affecting motor function and postural orientation has been traditionally thought to be the inability to weight-bear on the affected side or, in the paradoxical case, to collapse into the affected side [40]. However, research has demonstrated that there is a corresponding shift of the visual midline most frequently away from the affected side that shifts the centre of mass (COM) away from the affected side [10,13,18]. The shift of visual midline essentially reinforces a lack of weight bearing on the affected side. Rehabilitation of this condition with yoked prisms has been described in a randomized-controlled trial [18]. Yoked prisms are utilized to centre the visual midline by counteracting the distortion within the ambient and sensorimotor mismatch. This distortion is caused by the relative compression and expansion of perceived visual space [10]. A shift of visual midline may occur laterally or in the anterior-posterior axis. Often this shift is in the anterior-posterior and medial-lateral axes simultaneously and will require treatment with oblique axes yoked prisms [10,13,18].

Clinical results have demonstrated that an anterior shift of VMSS often occurs with children who are autistic or ‘on the spectrum’. This shift produces the behaviour of ‘toe-walking’ [10,13]. It has been clinically observed that many children respond to specifically oriented yoked prisms and can develop a ‘heel-to-toe’ walking pattern. It is suggested that the improvement occurs by establishing a balance between the ambient process and the focal process, causing a reduction or an elimination of the VMSS. Clinically, it has been found that the prisms can be reduced and often eliminated over time.

A prism has traditionally been used to treat strabismus by applying the specific amount of prism diopters to shift the image to align with the deviating eye. The prism shifts the image because the wedge of optical material compresses space and expands space [71]. Considering the bi-modal visual process, only the conscious or focal process sees the image shift. It was demonstrated in the research by Padula and colleagues that the yoked prisms had an effect on posture and balance by causing subjects to weight-bear on their affected side [18]. The potential explanation to this is that it is not the conscious portion of the bi-modal visual process that was involved in affecting this improved weight shift but the spatial or ambient visual process. The effect can be experienced if one is to wear yoked prisms (prisms with the base end in the same direction). The experience is that if, for example, 14 diopters of base right yoked prisms are worn while walking, the feeling will be of an increase in weight shift to the right or in the direction of the base end of the prisms. A possible explanation for this is that the focal process ‘sees’ the image shift. However, the spatial visual process is preconscious. It does not perceive the image shift but represents the expansion and compression of space as a shift by the person not the image. The result is that the spatial shift affects visual midline and motor-postural adaptation and is not produced by a conscious or higher sensory awareness. In fact, following a CVA or TBI, the person may not be aware of weight shifting abnormally. Even when the yoked prisms are introduced to improve weight shift, the person may still not be conscious of the improvement. Yoked prisms can be prescribed in conjunction with physical/occupational therapy to support the effort of these therapies in maintaining postural alignment and reducing RoF.
Injuries beyond the optic chiasm can produce field defects that are always homonymous hemianopia, but are not necessarily congruous [19]. Depending upon the area of the cortex affected, the person may or may not be aware of the field loss [13,69]. Temporal lobe lesions often produce incongruous superior quadrantopia with sloping margins. Parietal lobe lesions often cause a lack of awareness of the field loss [72]. Visuo-spatial neglect may manifest as a complete loss of visual perception on the side affected or as a relevant loss, such as in a field neglect [13].

A homonymous hemianopsia can be functionally very debilitating to the person in rehabilitation [73]. Visual field loss also affects positioning of the visual midline that can interfere with posture and balance. The individual with the homonymous hemianopsia, in most cases, will shift the concept of visual midline towards the centre of the remaining field. Homonymous hemianopsia causes a VMSS and yoked prisms can be used effectively to realign the visual midline caused by this condition [74].

Enhanced sector prism systems can be used to affect function following a homonymous hemianopsia by increasing awareness of the peripheral visual field on a sensory level, whereas yoked prisms are used to affect the VMSS on a sensorimotor level [73,75]. Enhanced sector prism systems can be mounted binocularly or monocularly and positioned in spectacles to the side of the line of sight with the base end oriented in the direction of the field loss [13]. Clinically, the success in patient adaptation and use of enhanced sector prisms increases if the VMSS is treated first or simultaneously.

Research regarding spatial neglect has emphasized the visual process as an attention system [76]. Robertson, Lamb and Knight’s research on the ‘Effect of lesions of temporo-parietal junction on attention and perceptual processing in humans’ demonstrates that the loci of a hemispheric lesion affects the subject’s ability to see small (local) forms from large (global) forms. In particular, large lesions of the right hemisphere are more likely to produce the subject missing the global form than the local form. Subjects with large left hemispherical lesions are more likely to miss the global form than the local form.

This research uses a Stimulus-Response (S-R) model, and the emphasis is on the afferent visual system to evaluate dysfunction produced hemispherically of the conscious mode of visual processing. The point of this paper is to establish that the nature of visual processing is not just for attention, recognition, concentration and identification but is also related to balance, movement, postural organization and spatial organization prior to conscious attention. In their well-designed study to assess spatial visual neglect based on hemispheric involvement, there was no discussion of postural alignment in relationship to visual processing of the subjects during testing. Rosetti et. al. has demonstrated that reduced visual processing plasticity causing spatial neglect can be rehabilitated by use of yoked prisms. This research has demonstrated that through use of yoked prisms, the effect of spatial neglect can be rehabilitated [77,78].
Discussion

The incidence of visual dysfunctions is common following a TBI.

The challenging part in understanding the ambient spatial visual process is that it comprises a preconscious organization of visual spatial information together with the proprioceptive BOS that occurs prior to ‘visuo-spatial awareness’. This ‘gravity specific’ portion of the visual process establishes spatial mapping in the SEF of the frontal lobe as well as spatial mapping in the parietal and occipital lobes. The feed-forward nature of this process is pre-conscious, and it occurs prior to conscious visual spatial awareness. Since this is occurring prior to consciousness, it is important to consider what is the ‘action’ or ‘learning theory’ we are applying to understand the vision and the compromise of performance that can occur following an mTBI. The S-R model does not account for the preconscious organization of the ‘gravity specific’ organization of the ambient spatial visual process. The R-S-R action model provides an understanding that the preconscious organization of this spatial process with proprioception establishes a readiness that occurs as a response prior to the stimulus introduction. It readies the process to anticipate change to respond to a stimulus.

The consideration of the action or learning theory related to vision seems to have been overlooked as we have attempted to research and study vision throughout the 20th and early 21st century. However, research outcome is only interpreted by the question that we ask. If we do not ask the question regarding which action or learning model are we applying, the results will be interpreted only by the assumption that we function based on a Stimulus – Response learning style. By asking the question ‘Is vision based on a response-stimulus-response model of action or learning?’, our interpretation of behaviour and action can potentially be perceived in a new perspective. It is beyond the scope of this paper to expand on this concept, but the implications are profound.

This emerging model provides an understanding of bi-modal visual processing that is not S-R bound. The model also provides a framework for consideration that the dysfunction of oculomotor coordination and binocularity may not be a dysfunction of neuro-motor control of the extra-ocular muscles but in the compromise of the preconscious organization affecting higher order spatial mapping. The visual skills of pursuits, saccades and convergence must rely on the accuracy of spatial mapping as a platform for organization prior to initiation. This spatial context provides the efficiency of oculo-motor movements served by a preconscious process.

Considering these issues, the characteristics of binocular dysfunction are understood by the nature of the processing dysfunction as well as the postural imbalance often accompanying a neurological event. Further, vision as a bi-modal process offers some advantages when developing a model of rehabilitation not just to affect binocularity and visual skills but also to consider the effect of dysfunction of the visual process on balance, posture and movement. Dysfunction of the ambient visual process from a neurological event has been demonstrated to directly interfere with functional performance by causing PTVS and VMSS [10,13,15,17,18].

The use of lenses, prisms (yoked) and sectoral occlusion may be understood not on the effect on conscious visual awareness but on the preconscious nature of visual processing and the intimate relationship with motor-sensory processing.

The treatment for visual processing dysfunction using asymmetrical prisms and bi-nasal occlusion is an effective means of supporting and re-establishing the relationship in the bi-modal visual process between the ambient and focal processes, thereby improving binocularity and spatial orientation [13,18,19]. Through use of yoked prisms, treatment of VMSS can re-establish an appropriate match between the ambient visual process and the sensorimotor system affecting the relationship between the ambient visual midline and the proprioceptive BOS. In turn, this will induce weight bearing on the affected side and provide a more stable concept of visual egocenter improving balance and posture. Yoked prisms can also be used to affect the paradoxical VMSS as well [18].

Often individuals who have a combination of PTVS and VMSS can be treated to reduce symptoms by combining treatments for both conditions through the use of asymmetrical yoked prisms [10]. The result will be directly related to outcome in the overall rehabilitation of the individual.

Recent studies with the help of functional MRI and other technologies have demonstrated the re-mapping of the damaged brain areas following neurological damage, thus dispelling the myth that the brain loses its plasticity at an early age. These new discoveries have stimulated many new ideas and research that eventually will affect future clinical interventions.

The insight regarding the bi-modal process has the potential of bringing new perspectives for understanding the sequelae of visual symptoms and characteristics following an mTBI. This understanding can be applied inter-professionally. It also has the potential of new model of rehabilitation applied inter-professionally for those with an mTBI. The application of this new understanding to rehabilitate bi-modal visual processing and to affect the compression and expansion in visual space resulting from compromise to the ambient visual process can be made through the use of lenses, prisms and sectoral occlusion [12,13]. There is initial clinical evidence that treatment for visual conditions resulting from a neurological event is not time dependent. However, clinically, it has been found that the earlier the treatment is provided, the less the possibility of having to deal with habitual compensations.
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